
DISSERTATION STUDY DESIGN

The research design is a framework for answering your research is crucial to a successful research proposal, scientific
paper, or dissertation.

This research tries to explore the relationship between organisational environment and its effect on
organisational behaviours in the context of Knowledge Management. To ensure this the questionnaire must be
answered twice by the respondent at differing time Easterby-Smith, et al. The following tips should help you
to make the transition from research to writing: In your research plan you need to specify a time when you are
going to stop researching and start writing. When large questionnaires are given, participants are only asked
certain questions based on their previous answers. If the questionnaire is worded correctly, less effort is
required to administer the questionnaire Jankowicz,  Besides, you need to explain the chosen methods and
justify them, describe the research setting, and give a detailed explanation of how you applied those methods
in your study. If you want to run analyses on a particular item from the questionnaire, chances are that not
everyone who took the survey has answered that item. It is likely that you will struggle trying to get a data set
that was designed to answer specific questions to fit with your specific research questions. The research
philosophy, research approaches, research strategies, time horizons and the data collection method form the
different layers of the onion depicting each of the research process. Violating these assumptions can lead to
drastically invalid results, though this often depends on sample size and other considerations. In what ways did
I narrow the scope of my study in order to hone in on a particular issue or question? This becomes particularly
problematic when you want to investigate relationships among multiple items that may not have been
answered by all participants in the study. Which specific techniques and procedures were utilized when
analyzing data? What are my exclusion criteria? You need to explain what techniques were used for data
collection and provide an analysis of results to answer your research question. Mitchell suggests that the
responses of the questions should be checked for consistency within the subgroup. The design assumes
random assignment of subjects and random assignment to groups E and C. Eriksson and Kovalainen point out
a flaw which researchers need to take care of while adopting the interpretivism. Limitations can get in the way
of your being able to answer certain questions or draw certain types of inferences from your findings. If you
used a common test for data findings, your results are limited by the reliability of the test. Did participants,
chemicals, processes behave in the way you expected? Limitations Limitations of a dissertation are potential
weaknesses in your study that are mostly out of your control, given limited funding, choice of research design,
statistical model constraints, or other factors. Do not worry about limitations because limitations affect
virtually all research projects, as well as most things in life. There are loads of different techniques and
procedures you can choose to investigate a particular research problem. The possibilities can go on. So a
self-administered questionnaire was the most appropriate option. In any case, you should clearly list the other
options available and the reasons why you did not choose these options immediately after you list your
delimitations. This method is primarily contributed to quantitative analysis. Are there design issues that get in
the way of my being able to draw causal conclusions? Secondary data Where will you get your sources from e.
Step 4: Decide how you will analyze the data To answer your research questions, you will have to analyze the
data you collected. Remember that you cannot achieve everything in your dissertation, but you can critically
appraise what you have done, and outline ideas for further, relevant research. There are a number of potential
ethical concerns that can arise with an observation study. Assumptions Assumptions are things that are
accepted as true, or at least plausible, by researchers and peers who will read your dissertation or thesis. Often,
archived data sets were created to answer a specific set of research questions. Typically, we think of items
written or produced on paper, such as newspaper articles, Government policy records, leaflets and minutes of
meetings.


